LOCAL SOLUTIONS
TOWARDS A GREEN RECOVERY

Which role should CA play in the further process?

Possible Next Steps
- Different approaches
- What does net-zero mean?

Targets at Climate Alliance

Interviews with 7 cities:
- Super municipality
- Municipalities can influence all emissions
- Breaking down goals to smaller milestones

Possible Interviews:
- Paris Agreement: new goal!
- 60% reduction by 2030
- 100% renewables

Discussion
- Do you agree with CA’s conclusions or would you like to add something?

Input Toiblingen
- CA member since 1993
- New mayor: 2010
- 10% CO2 reduction
- European Energy Award Evaluation
- New policy goal: 2030 net-zero in energy induced emissions

Input IFEU
- Local measure
- Impact to CO2 level
- National level
- Climate change
- Action

Input Targets at Climate Alliance
- 1997 Kyoto 1st status report
- 1990 Manifesto of European Cities on an Alliance with the Amazonian Indian Peoples
- 1992 Formal Foundation
- 2006 Bolzano Declaration

Input Targets at Climate Alliance
- Reformulated targets
- Global awareness to Climate Change
- 2007 Covenant of Mayors
- Importance of cities
- 2009 Covenant of Mayors
- Importance of cities
- 2020 Now!

Input Targets at Climate Alliance
- Local measure
- Impact to CO2 level
- National level
- Climate change
- Action